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Finally, we have a date. The renovation of

the Epsilon Omicron Chapter House is

scheduled to commence May 14, 2012. That’s

right, after more than three years of planning

we are scheduled to complete the Chapter

House renovation this summer. For those of

you who are unaware of how we reached a

decision to launch the construction project, here

is a quick rundown of the situation.

Several years ago, the active members asked

me to reform the board of the Sigma Nu Hold-

ing Corporation. At the time, I was given a tour

of the house to witness its condition—I was

shocked by what I saw. Honestly, the house was

never in very good condition, even when I lived

there from 1982 to 83. But by 2007-08 the

place was (and still is) falling apart. Plumbing

is a constant problem. The electrical system is

tenuous. We have no life-safety systems to

speak of and there’s no heat or air conditioning

other than some outdated window-mounted

units. To top it all off, we now have a signifi-

cant mold problem in the walls and ceilings of

the first floor rooms.

None of this is an exaggeration; the project

really can’t wait much longer before the house

becomes uninhabitable. Building plans are

completed and submitted to the City of Los

Angeles Building Department for approval.

Additionally, we’ve applied for building per-

mits. As you can see, we are taking this very

seriously and have committed ourselves to

restoring our Sigma Nu home.

When we first began this fundraising effort,

many of you pointed out that the economic

recession was going to be a significant impedi-

ment  in  your  abi l i ty  to  contr ibute  to  the

campaign. Hopefully, the current economic

recovery is reaching each of you because, in

January, we will relaunch our fundraising drive

for this project.

To not burden our undergraduates with debt or

load the house up with construction financing,

we need your support. As we begin this new

year, please consider what you can contribute

to this worthwhile effort. Perhaps a monthly

pledge? Biannual contributions? A one-time

gift? Anything you can contribute is greatly

appreciated. Generations of Sigma Nus will

thank you for it and you can be proud you did

your part to preserve our great Fraternity. 

Fraternally,

Bill Lanting ’82, EO 993

President

Epsilon Omicron of 

Sigma Nu Holding Corporation

(310) 592-4400

blanting@earthlink.net

If you live in the greater Los Angeles area and are looking for a way to

give back and get involved in the Fraternity, we are looking for mem-

bers to join the Sigma Nu Holding Corporation. The Holding Corporation

serves as the alumni board for the Epsilon Omicron Chapter, in addition

to owning and managing the Chapter House on W. 28th Street. Specifi-

cally, we are looking for motivated and organized self-starters to help

facilitate the strengthening of our alumni network and its relationship to

the active Chapter. 

My personal experience serving on the Holding Corp. has been incredibly

rewarding, particularly during this exciting time where our efforts to

remodel the house will provide a huge benefit to the active Chapter for

many years to come. Though we completely understand concerns regarding

time commitment, as I work full-time in finance and am enrolled in a part-

time MBA program, I honestly can say that it is completely manageable.

In addition to the opportunity to reconnect with your own pledge broth-

ers and brothers from different eras, reasons to consider your part in this 

great organization are:

• The opportunity to provide guidance to the actives.

• Provides you with valuable experience to build your resume.

• First-hand involvement in a substantial commercial 

renovation project.

• Close contact with a diverse alumni network 

that will in turn enhance your personal network.

• Giving back just a few hours a month can result 

in a huge upside to the Chapter.

I firmly believe there is a significant untapped opportunity to leverage

our alumni network in a way that has never been attempted and doing so

will yield dividends to all our Sigma Nu brothers. If you are interested in

taking on this unique challenge, please contact me.

Fraternally,

Rob Ogden ’02, EO 1458

ogden.rob@gmail.com

Positions Available on Sigma Nu’s Holding Corporation
Service Provides Benefits to Both Alumni and Undergraduates 

Renovations Commence May 14 

Your Gift Needed to Help Secure Sigma Nu Legacy at USC



Epsilon Omicron
HONOR OUR PAST, BUILD OUR FUTURE

Knight Society 

($100,000 and above)

William H. Lanting ’82, EO 993

Snake Society

($50,000 to $99,999)

Joy Family Gift

Matthew T. Joy ’01, EO 1433

Ken and Judy Joy

Trojan Society 

($25,000 to $49,999)

Douglas G. Holte ’81, EO 945

John C. Roberts ’81, EO 946

Sean P. Nevett ’87, EO 1130

Carlo D. Ghailian ’96, EO 1360

Epsilon Omicron Society 

($10,000 to $24,999)

Harold L. Messinger Jr. ’51, EO 529

Guy L. Muranaka ’79, EO 891

Patrick J. Ford ’81, EO 958

Daniel C. Grable ’81, EO 944

Steve A. Malachowski ’81, EO 950

Joshua L. Flaherty ’02, EO 1463

Todd Terrazas ’08, EO 1546

Sword Society 

($5,000 to $9,999)

Dean Dunphy ’43, EO 310

Jeffrey P. Jones, DDS ’74, EO 779

Dr. Brett A. Levine ’82, EO 989

Star Society 

($2,500 to $4,999)

Dean A. Swanson ’51, EO 531

John J. Schumacher ’52, EO 554

Michael B. Hugill ’72, EO 750

John R. Holmes ’79, EO 903

Michal L. Mekjian Jr. ’80, EO 915

Robert G. Gwin ’82, EO 966

Thomas J. Pernice ’82, EO 990

Owen M. Murray ’94, EO 1312

Adam A. Kleinert ’05, EO 1510

Richard M. Pierce ’05, EO 1517

Michael Jaradeh ’06, EO 1529

Davis Lawyer ’06, EO 1535

Jonathan Plummer ’07, EO 1562

Elliott Crowe ’08, EO 1574

Brandon J. Reinus ’08, EO 1583

Scott Yeilding ’08, EO 1572

Loyal Brothers 

($1,000 to $2,499)

Jack M. Oechsel ’48, EO 469

James L. Bomberger ’49, EO 517

Roger F. Wheelis ’54, EO 580

James F. Blackstock ’68, EO 680

Bruce L. Megowan ’69, EO 698

Christopher D. Quinn ’74

Scott A. Macdonald ’76, EO 830

Patrick M. Cavaney ’77, EO 851

Bryan L. Lynn ’79, EO 880

Brian A. Smith ’79, EO 886

David B. Ferree ’80

John C. Ogle ’81, EO 941

In memory of

Tim M. Bentley ’81, EO 943

Lee T. Kirkpatrick ’83, EO 967

Deane C. Logan ’88, EO 1166

John C. Koudsi ’93, EO 1305

Steven H. Levin ’95, EO 1340

Bradley J. Schmidt ’95, EO 1336

Geoff G. Purnell ’99, EO 1411

Zachary Murray ’04, EO 1493

Theodore Dankangin ’05, EO 1524

John W. Lynch ’05, EO 1518

Luke D. Murphy ’05, EO 1523

T. J. Lowther ’06, EO 1537

Charles D. Tyler ’06, EO 1540

Tom Brightbill ’07, EO 1558

Matthew Carbone ’07, EO 1566

Jay Glazer ’07, EO 1554

Imran Hossain ’07, EO 1547

Nikhil Kumar ’07, EO 1543

Stephen Ladsous ’07, EO 1565

John A. McCaleb ’07, EO 1556

James Meiners ’07, EO 1553

Kevin Osman ’07, EO 1561

Kevin D. Platt ’07, EO 1559

Shaun Sakhrani ’07, EO 1557

Joseph B. Smith III ’07, EO 1552

Elliott Spelman ’07, EO 1549

Conor K. Whalen ’07, EO 1563

Bryan Beard ’08, EO 1575

Anthony J. Gentile ’08, EO 1582

Tudor Grecescv ’08, EO 1587

Nicolae Ivanesov ’08, EO 1589

Charles M. Srutowski ’08, EO 1578

Luke Taylor ’08, EO 1580

Mark Winn ’08, EO 1571

We are deeply grateful to the following Sigma Nu brothers for

committing more than $433,400 to the Epsilon Omicron: Honor

Our Past, Build Our Future campaign. These brothers recognize the

importance of ensuring the future of Epsilon Omicron and have

demonstrated a sense of gratitude for their personal experience. Com-

mitments are still needed from the rest of our alumni to achieve our

goal and complete this major project. 

All donors contributing a minimum of $1,000, over a five-year period,

will be recognized on a plaque prominently displayed in the renovated

Chapter House. If an error has been made in recording your gift, or

your name has been mistakenly omitted or listed improperly, we sin-

cerely apologize. Please advise the campaign coordinator by calling

(785) 843-1661.

Thank You, Loyal Brothers, for Committing Over $433,400

David Angstadt

Spring Lake, N.J.

John Barnhart

Seattle, Wash.

Brian Bourn

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Miles Bribriesco

Champaign, Ill.

Jason Cho

Arcadia, Calif.

Sawyer Coleman

Seattle, Wash.

Anders Danryd

Redondo Beach, Calif.

Sam Dixon

Culver City, Calif.

Zach Gima

Wildwood, Mo.

John Gower

St. Louis, Mo.

Logan Heley

Overland Park, Kan.

Winston van Keulen

Morgan Hill, Calif.

Shakun Khanna

Vedra Beach, Fla.

Michael Lampe

La Jolla, Calif.

Alex Love

Salt Lake City, Utah

Max McTee

San Juan Capistrano, Calif.

Andres Olivero*

Plano, Texas

(Brother Jorge ’09, 

EO 1649)

Kaelin Sanders

Southfield, Mich.

Sam Sagartz

Wildwood, Mo.

Parker Stone

Newport Beach, Calif.

Neil Tamashiro-Miyamoto

Newhall, Calif.

Eric Wendorf

Madison, Wis.

Grant Wooldridge

Manhattan Beach, Calif.

*Legacy; relative in   

parentheses

Welcome, New Members



For Richard A. De Beikes Jr. ’78, EO 796,

becoming a member of Sigma Nu was

about more than just the extracur-

ricular social experience. “Several

men from my high school attended

USC and were members of Sigma

Nu. Over the summer I attended

several of their rush parties and,

through the course of meeting the

active members and the men who

would be my pledge brothers, I

decided it was the Chapter for me.

Sigma Nu was built on a sense of

brotherhood and showed a mutual

respect for how the Chapter was

viewed within the University, but more impor-

tantly, a respect for the men within the Chapter.

It was a great experience because the house

emphasized being an honorable gentleman.” 

Epsilon Omicron gave Dick not only the

opportunity to develop important life skills,

through offices such as social chairman and

rush chairman, but it also gave him the skills

to serve in leadership positions in other cam-

pus organizations. While an undergraduate,

Dick  was  p res iden t  o f  the  USC Tro jan

Knights, the premier service organization on

campus for junior and senior men. By serving

as the Knights’ president, Dick was able to

strengthen his own leadership skills

and positively represent Sigma Nu

to other campus leaders both inside

the Greek community and out.

Expanding involvement in opportu-

nities outside of the Fraternity is

advice Dick gives to the gentlemen

at Epsilon Omicron today. “Under-

stand the incredible number of

opportunities available to you at the

university as a student, within your

area of study as well as within the

greater USC community. They can serve as great

connections and help you with internships and

work experience; having a blend of other campus

activities and experiences will help expand your

overall Trojan family.”

And while the Trojan family has its benefits in

helping prepare its members for successful

futures, Dick has many fond memories of his

time as an undergraduate at USC as well. “Every

year, we’d turn the front lawn of the Chapter

House into a Christmas tree lot and sell trees to

members of the USC community and the Greek

community as a fundraiser. We’d also take a ski

weekend every year with our little sisters as a

chance to connect away from school; it was a

great chance to get to know the brothers.”

Dick continues to build on the relationships he

developed at Sigma Nu, frequently reuniting

with Fraternity brothers and reminiscing about

their time at USC. “We still get together all the

time; when USC played at Cal, 50 Sigma Nu

brothers and their spouses got together for the

game. It’s important to stay in touch like that

because of the memories we have of our time at

the fraternity; it was our first time being inde-

pendent and learning how to be responsible—it

was something we all learned together.”

Today Dick serves on the Board of Trustees for

the University of Southern California. He and

his wife, Bryn, live in Orange County and have

three adult children: Brittany, Rich, and Carly.

In his free time, Dick enjoys cooking, biking,

and taking adventure vacations with his family;

this year they’re planning a trip to South Amer-

ica to hike the Inca Trail. To contact Dick,

e-mail him at rdebeikes@debeikes.com. 

EO Membership Provides Richard A. De Beikes Jr. ’78, EO 796

an Opportunity to Expand Trojan Family
Leadership Opportunities at Sigma Nu Transition 

to Successful Career at USC and Beyond  

Epsilon Omicron reached new heights this semester, confirming

Sigma Nu as a top chapter at USC. Sigma Nu’s pursuit of academ-

ics, philanthropy, brotherhood, and honor has developed and added to a

tradition of excellence for our Fraternity. 

Successful Fall Recruitment Brings Membership to 110 Strong 

The brothers of Sigma Nu have always been devoted to academics, and

this fall Epsilon Omicron was able to increase its G.P.A. to 3.28. We also

initiated the fall 2011 pledge class of brothers, bringing the total mem-

bership to 110 brothers. This is one of the highest numbers of brothers

that Epsilon Omicron has boasted in a fall semester. This strong aca-

demic and recruiting performance of our Chapter has positioned Epsilon

Omicron to be number three on the row in terms of academics and one of

the top fraternities in terms of manpower.

Sigma Nu’s commitment to philanthropy is a demonstration of what a

difference a fraternity of more than 100 members can create. This fall,

Epsilon Omicron continued the tradition of Christmas Tree Sales, with

all proceeds benefiting the Boys Club of America. The sale took place

the week before finals and included a bonfire and Christmas carols.

Additionally, a sorority hockey tournament and Christmas toy drive were

introduced this year to further the support provided to the Boys Club of

America. 

Improvements to the Chapter Room 

Made Possible Through Generosity of Parent’s Club

We could not have accomplished all of these goals without an amazing

alumni and parent base to support us in all of our endeavors. Roni

Mueller, my mother and president of the Parent’s Club, rallied the par-

ents to host an awesome Parent’s Weekend tailgate and Casino Night.

The parents have also organized donations to transform the dilapidated

Chapter room, which have included new furniture and even a projector. 

Thank You to Bill Lanting ’82, EO 993, 

for Ensuring the Future for Epsilon Omicron’s Home 

President of the Holding Corporation and Sigma Nu Chapter Advisor Bill

Lanting ’82, EO 993, has been invaluable throughout the semester.

From serving as a source of advice to ensuring the physical structure of

the house, Bill has been a crucial backbone to the success of our Chapter.

EPSILON OMICRON ACHIEvES THIRD PLACE ACADEMICALLY

WITH AN IMPROvED 3.28 G.P.A.
Hockey Tournament and Blood Drive Developed to Expand Chapter’s Philanthropic Impact

(Continued on page 4)
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He has also worked tirelessly to spearhead the

renovation project which is scheduled to com-

mence this summer.

Alumnus Establishes Networking Group to

Connect Undergraduates and Alumni 

In Epsilon Omicron’s pursuit  to foster  a

stronger alumni network, Richard Oswald

’76, EO 831, has helped establish an alumni e-

mail network and created a “Networking

Night.” During this event, actives can meet

with alumni to discuss their plans after gradua-

tion; if you’re interested in attending this event,

please e-mail me at aaron.j.mueller@gmail.com

for more information.

I have been truly amazed at how much we can

accomplish and develop upon the tradition set

by those before us. I am confident Sigma Nu

will continue to rise to new heights, as our

devoted brothers combined with a tireless

alumni and parent support system pursue fra-

ternal excellence. Please stop by the house to

witness the hard work and accomplishments

that have made Sigma Nu a top Chapter at the

University of Southern California.

Love, Honor, Truth,

Aaron Mueller ’09, EO 1621

Outgoing Eminent Commander 

(818) 577-9241

aaron.j.mueller@gmail.com

Carl F. Forssell ’47, EO 566, announced the

release of his book, The Amazing Adventures

of Big Nick In Alaska. Carl and his wife live

in Oro valley, Ariz., and have two children,

Erik and Kimberly.

Bruce L. Andren ’55, EO 590, reports his son,

Mark ’88, EO 1167, welcomed a son into the

family. Bruce and his wife, Div, reside in Tustin,

Calif. E-mail: bruce@compactbuickclub.org

Steven Berry ’62, EO 0654, is enjoying

retirement from his Emmy-award-winning Tv

and film production engineering career in van

Nuys, Calif., with his wife, Karen. He and

Karen have two sons, Thomas and Michael. 

James Krueger ’76, EO 0828 , is a pul-

monary and critical care doctor in Long

Beach and resides in Orange, Calif. 

John Holmes ’79, EO 0903, is the vice presi-

dent of productions for Fremantle Media. He

and his wife, Jaqueline, live in Altadena,

Calif., and have two children, Thomas and

Matthew. E-mail: jrholmes@me.com

John Ogle ’81, EO 0941, is the vice president

of development for Luis Palau Association.

He resides in Portland, Ore., with his wife,

Caryn, and their three children: Kiley, Tyler,

and Amanda. E-mail: jcogle@verizon.net

John A. Turner ’83, EO 1015, served 18

months in Iraq as a counter terrorism investi-

gator with the U.S. Army. He now serves as

sheriff of Walla Walla County in Washington

state. He wishes he lived closer to his alma

mater. E-mail: johnaturner@live.com

Mark Berry ’90, EO 1225, and his wife,

Tiffany, live in Murray, Utah, and have three

children: Alison, Abigail, and Scott.

Matthew T. Joy ’01, EO 1433, is completing

his second year of medical school and resides

in Roanoke, va.,  with his wife,  Jessica. 

E-mail: mjoyguitar@gmail.com

Brothers celebrate a USC victory against 

Oregon. From left: Caldwell Ritter ’09, Dylan

McBride ’09, and Lucas McCormack ’09.

Alumni Update

EPSILON OMICRON

EARNS 3.28 G.P.A.
(Continued from page 3)


